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ABSTRACT 
A characterization of the group and Moore-Penrose inverses of Bezoutians, 
generalized Bezoutians, and related matrices is presented. The results are obtained by 
combining specific factortzations in the literature with recent theory on generalized 
inverses. 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present paper is to show how specific factorizations can 
lead us to the computation of generalized inverses of Bezoutians by means of 
simple algebraic matrix operations. 
The starting point of the investigations is the following results [12, 
Theorems 1 and 21, which give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
product PAQ to be group and Moore-Penrose invertible, as well as a formula 
for obtaining those generalized inverses in terms of the corresponding 
inverses of A. 
Let R be an associative ring with unity, and let Mat(R) be the additive 
category of the finite matrices over R. An involution * on Mat(R) is a unary 
operation such that if A is m X n then A* is n X m and such that for all 
A, B,C, F,G in Mat(K) one has A** = A, (B + C>* = B* + C*, and 
(FG)* = G*F* (if B + C and FG are defined). 
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If A = A*, A is said to be symmetric with respect to * . 
If A is an m X n matrix in Mat(K), then the Moore-Penrose inverse At 
of A with respect to an involution * is the unique solution, if it exists, of the 
system of equations AXA = A, XAX = X, (AX)* = AX, and (XA)* = XA. 
Also, if m = n, then the group inverse A # of A is the unique solution, if it 
exists, of the system of equations AXA = A, XAX = X, and AX = XA. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n X n matrix over a ring R with group inverse 
A#. lf P, Q are matrices for which there exist matrices P’ and Q’ such that 
P’PA = A and AQQ’ = A, then the group inverse of the product PAQ exists 
i;ff AA’QPA + I, - AA# is invertible. In this case, 
( PAQ)# = PA( AA#QPA + I, - AA#)~‘Q. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an m X n matrix over a ring R with Moore-Penrose 
inverse At with respect to an involution * on Mat(R). Zf PAQ is a product of 
matrices for which there exist matrices P’ and Q’ such that P’PA = A and 
AQQ’ = A, then the Moore-Penrose inverse of the product PAQ exists iff 
(PA)* PA + I, - AtA and AQ( AQ)* + I, - AAt are invertible. In this case, 
(PAQ)+ = (AQ)*[AQ(AQ)* + I, -hitIP 
XA[( PA)* PA + I, - A+A] -l( PA)*. 
We now introduce some notation. An m X n Hankel matrix H,, n [Toep- 
litz matrix T,, “1 is a matrix in Mat(R) of the form H,, n = (hi +j) [T,, n = 
(tj_j)] for 1 < i < m, 0 <j < n - 1. If m = n, we shall denote H,,. [T,,,] 
by H, [T,,l. 
In the following we assume the familiarity of the reader with the results 
on group and Moore-Penrose invertibility of Hankel matrices in ill]. 
Let K be a field. The space of polynomials (with degree at least n> will 
be denoted by K”+ ‘[ ~1 or by K,, ’ + ‘[ z ] if the coefficients, respectively, 
belong to K or are p X q matrices on Ma< K >. If p = q, we shall denote 
K;;‘[z] by K;+l[z]. 
If A is p X q and B is r X s, we use the definition 
A 63 B = (aijB), i = l,..., p, j=l,..., q, 
for the rp X sq Kronecker matrix multiplication. 
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1. GROUP AND MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES OF BEZOUTIANS 
For a,( CL), b,(p) E ~~+i[ ~1, a2( CL), b,(p) E K”+‘[ PI satisfying 
a,( p)b,( p) = b,( ,_~)a,( p), the m x n matrix B = (bij) with generating 
function 
B( /L, ,,> = ‘l( l-‘)bda) - b,( ,u)u2( CT) 
l--U 
m-l n-l 
= C C bijpbJ 
i=() j=O 
(1.1) 
is called the Bezoutian of the polynomials a,, u2, b,, b,. 
If, in particular, a, = u2 = a, b, = b, = b, then the matrix B = Bez(a, b) 
with generating function 
B( P, u) = 
4 Pu)b(U) - b( P)4U> 
P-u 
n-1 
= c bijp.‘aj 
i,j=O 
(1.2) 
is, by definition, the clu.ssicul Bezoutiun of the polynomials a( p) and b( II). 
1.1 
Let a( /J) = C~=oui pi E K “+ i[ ~1, a, # 0, b( p) = C;! Obi pi E 
K “+ ‘1 p.1, and let W( ~1 be the formal expansion 
W( /J) = u-‘( p)b( p) = w,, + q/r1 + .a+ +w~~_~/_-~~+~ + ... 
with coefficients wi, i > 0. If H,(W) := (u;~+~), 1 < i < n, 0 <j < n - 1, 
is the Hankel matrix of order n associated to W, then Bez(u, b) is related to 
H,(W) by 
Bez(u, b) = B(u)H,(W)B(u), (1.3) 
where B(u) := Bez(u, 1) [15]. 
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It is known from the literature (see [13]) that Bez(a, b) and H,(W) are 
regular matrices iff the polynomials a( ~1 and b( ~1 have no common roots. 
Otherwise, its group inverse or its Moore-Penrose inverse can be character- 
ized using the product of Hankel matrices (1.3). 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) The group inverse of Bez(a, b) exists if HH#B(a)“H + I - HH# is 
invertible. In this case, 
Bez( a, b)# = B(a)H[ HH#B(cz)~H + I - HH*]-2B(a). 
(ii) The Moore-Penrose inverse of Bez(a, b) exists with respect to any 
involution * on Mat(K) iff 
E := [B(~)H]*B(~)H + z - H+H 
and 
F := HB(a)[HB(a)]* + I - HH+ 
are invertible. In this case, 
Bez(a,b)+ = [HB(~)]*F-l~,(~)~-l[~(a)~]*. 
Proof. It follows from the definition that B(a) is the n X n Hankel 
matrix (hi+]) such that h,+j = a, if 1 < i +j = s < n and hi+j = 0 if 
n + 1 < i + j < 2n - 1. Hence, with a, # 0, B(a) is clearly a nonsingular 
matrix. Moreover, the computation of H# as well as of H + is routine if we 
use the procedure of Section 3.1 in [ll]. 
Therefore, the proofs of (i) and (ii) f 11 o ow from the application to the 
factorization (1.3) of, respectively, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. n 
REMARK 1. Let a( IL) = C~E=oaj pi, b(p) = Cyz’=,bi pi, in Kn+i[ ~1 be 
such that a,,b,, # 0, and let Res(a, b) be the resultant matrix of order 2n 
defined by a( /.J), b( ~1. Th e c ass 1 of these matrices is connected with the 
class of Bezoutians (see [lo, 131) by 
Res(a, b) = P-’ 
Bez(a,b) 0 -i 
o 
IQ 1 (1.4) 
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where J := (6i,n_j+l), 1 < i,j < n, is the counteridentity matrix, A, := 
/[ - Bez(a, pn)], A, := JR(a) are the Toeplitz matrices 
A, = 
a, a, .-* a,_, 
. . :I 
a, 
Al = an-1 arl 0 
0’ (1”‘ i, ’ 
a0 1: .-*-*. a, ... a,_1 a, 
(i.5) 
and B,, B, are similarly defined in terms of the coefficients of b( ,u). 
Therefore, if Bez(u, b) has a group inverse Bez(u, b>#, then the matrix 
S = diag(Bez(u, b), Z) has the group inverse S# = diag(Bez(u, 6>#, I>. In 
that case, from Theorem 1 it follows that Res(u, b)# exists if and only if 
I-Bez(u,b)Bez(u,b)# Bez(u,b)Bez(u,b)# 
J Bez(u, b) A, + A,B, A,’ 1 
is invertible. In that case, 
Moreover, if * is an involution on Mati K) such that [diad A, ~)l* = 
dia,pJA*, B*), then it is clear that St = diag(Bez(u, b)+, Z). Consequently, 
the characterization of Res(u, b>+ with respect to such * follows from 
Theorem 2. 
1.2 
Let B be the Bezoutian with generating function (1.1). Let a,(p) = 
Czoaj pi, a,( E.C) = C~=,(Y~ pi, with a,cu, # 0, and (without loss of general- 
ity) let m > n. Suppose that W( ~1 := b,( p)/a,( p) = b,( p)/a,( p) is a 
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rational function with power series evaluation 
W(p) = w. + wlp-l + *** +wm+n_l /.-m--n+1 + a**. (1.6) 
Now we give an extension of (1.3) to nonsquare Hankel matrices, which is 
a different formulation of Proposition 2.7 in [13] and will be proved by the 
same reasoning: 
PROPOSITION 2. 
B = w+cn,.(W)~(~2). (1.7) 
Proof. From (1.1) and (1.6) it follows that 
B( P3 u) = 4 P> 
W(a) -W(p) 
(p-_) u2(u) 
= Eo.iPi ii Ii Wpiq+l CL -p-1,-q-l p,q=O I( I j$O 9jaj 
= fJ t f u,wp+q+lcujE.ci-p-~j-q-l 
i=O j=O p,q=O 
=c 2 ~p+l+Pp+q+lffq+l+tP %Tt. 
s,t p,q=O 
The last equality together with (1.1) implies that 
b,, = C uptltiWptqaqtltj~ 
O<p<m-1 
O<q<n-1 
i.e., bij is the generic element of the product of Hankel matrices 
B(u,)H, .(W)B(u,), where H,,, n (W > is the m X n Hankel matrix associ- 
ated to the formal expansion (1.6): n 
With a, a, # 0 the triangular Hankel matrices B(u,), B(u,) are nonsin- 
gular matrices. Moreover, H, n is an m X n Hankel matrix whose Moore- 
Penrose inverse can be easily obtained using the extended Frobenius Theo- 
rem ill]. Consequently, the proof of the following characterization of Bt is 
an application of Proposition 2 together with Theorem 2. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The Moore-Penrose inverse of B exists with respect to an 
involution * on Mat(K) if and only if 
R := [ B(4K,,,.]*B(aJJL,. + 1 - H,!,,,fL., 
and 
S := H,,.B(a2)[H,,.B(a2)]* + Z - H,,,Hk, 
are invertible. In that case, 
where 
[ %,,Na2)lt =[H~,.B(~~)I*s-' 
and 
PbaL3 ]‘=R-‘[B(a,)H,,, n]*. 
REMARK 2. If, in particular, m = n, it is clear that (1.7) is a generaliza- 
tion of (1.3). Hence, with similar arguments to those for Proposition l(i), it 
follows that, if it exists, the group inverse of B can be computed as 
B# = B(a,)H,[H,H,#B(a,)B(a,)H,, + Z - H,,Hfle2B(a2). 
REMARK 3. There exist simpler criteria for the existence of the Moore- 
Penrose (group) inverse of Bezoutians if some restrictions are imposed. This 
is the case when K is an algebraically closed field and the involution on 
Mat(K) is the “transposition” T : (aij> -+ (aj,>. 
Thus, for p(p) E K*+ ‘[ ~1, (Y < m, 9( E.L) E KP+l[ ~1, P < n, let us 
consider the difference operators 
p, *me p, 0 *** 
Q(P) := T,+,,,(P)~ = 
PO *** PCV *** 
;, ..: 0’ po ..: p, 
Q(9) := T,+,,,(9)r, r=m-a=n-P. 
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Then the following can be easily proved. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let a,,(~.) and b,(p) be the g.c.d.‘s of, respectively, 
a,( p), a,( pu> and b,( P.), b,( II). Let d(p) be the g.c.d. of a& puX b,(p). 
Zf a( /d := a,( /d/c% /A and b( II) := b,( p)/d( ~1, then the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of the Bezoutian of al, a2, b,, b, exists with respect to T if 
the Toeplitz matrices T,. = D,(p>D,.(p>T and T,! = D,.(q)D,(qlT are invert- 
ible. In that case, 
B’ = K’D,.(q)?‘T,‘-’ Bez(a, b)-lTflD,.( p), BEK\ (0). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.6 in [13] we have 
B = 0D,( p)“ Bez(a, b) D,(q) (1.8) 
for some nonzero constant 0. 
Since, by definition, a(p) and b(p) have no common root, the matrix 
Bez(a, b) is regular. Moreover, from the definition it is clear that D,(p)?‘ is 
left invertible and that D,(q) is right invertible. Therefore we have an 
epic-manic factorization of the Bezoutian B. In view of the symmetry of a 
classical Bezoutian with respect to T, the result comes from the application to 
(1.8) of Theorem 2 in [16]. n 
Some immediate consequences of Proposition 4 are: 
(1) If m = n, then the group inverse of B exists iff T, and T: are 
invertible, and B’ = Bt. 
(2) If a, = a2 and b, = b,, then B# exists iff the Toeplitz matrix T, is 
regular. Furthermore, 
B# = Bt = KID,( p)?‘T;l Bez(a, b)-’ TrlD,( p). 
2. RESULTS FOR SOME GENERALIZED MATRICES 
Let F E K, ‘+‘[ z], D E KG+ ‘[ .z], G, U E K,,[ z] be polynomial matrices 
with F, D nonsingular and G, U such that 
W(z) = F-‘(z)G(z) = U(z)D-‘(z) 
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are two matrix fraction decompositions of the matrix of real rational functions 
W(z) with formal expansion W(z) = Ci > ,,wizei. The v X sq matrix B = 
(Bij), where the p x q block entries Bij in Mat(K) are given by the 
generalized Bezoutian form 
B( z, y> = 
F(z)U( Y) - G(a)D( Y) 
“-Y 
r-l s-l 
= c c Biiziyj, (2.1) 
i=o j-0 
is, by definition, the generalized Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, D) of the polyno- 
mials F, G, U,D. 
Let F(z) = C;=,F,z’, with F, nonsingular, and D(Z) = C~=,D,zJ, with 
s < r. The square matrix of order rpq, Bez(F, D) = (Bij), with Bij given by 
Bez( F, D)( z, y) = 
F(z) @D(Y) -F(y) @D(z) 
z- Y 
r-1 
= i p#Y' (2.2) 
is called the Kronecker Bezoutinn of the polynomial matrices F(z) and 
D(z). 
2.1 
The Kronecker matrix multiplication is an alternative to the noncommuta- 
tive matrix multiplication that allows the characterization of the regularity of 
Bez(F, 0) as an extension of the corresponding results for classical Be- 
zoutians [4]. 
If F(z), D(z) have common eigenvalues, then we consider the following 
factorization [4]: 
Bez(F, 0) = (MF 8 I,)B(C,), (2.3) 
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where C, is the companion matrix of F, B(C,) := Cf=,Ck 8 Dj is a square 
matrix of order rpq, and M, is the block Hankel matrix 
F, F, ... F,. 
. (2.4) 
PROPOSITION 5. 
(i) If B(C,)# exidts, then Bez(F, D) has a group inverse iff 
[B(C,)B(C,)#Bez(F, D) + Z - B(C,)B(C,)#lml exists. In that case, 
Bez( F, D)# = Bez( F, D) [ B( C,) B( C,)# Bez( F, D) 
+Z - B(C,) B(C,)#] -2. 
(ii) Zf B(C,>+ exists with respect to the involution * on Mat(K), then 
Bez(F, D) has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * ifl BedF, 
D)* Be,z(F, D) + Z - B(C,)+B(C,> is invertible. In that case, 
Bez(F, D)‘= [Bez(F, D)* Bez(F, D) + Z - B(C,)‘B(C,)]-’ 
X Bez( F, D)* . 
Proof. Let JF be the J or d an canonical form of C,. Then C, = QJFQP1 
with JF = diag(j,, . . . , J,), where Jk are Jordan blocks, k = 1, . . . , t. There- 
fore, 
with Ji = diag(j;, . . . ,I;>. 
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Let 
N:= &@Di 
i=O 
/ s s \ 
= diag( CJ: 8 Di,..., CJ,i @Oil. 
\i=O i=O I 
A typical diagonal block of N, Tk := C,SzoJk @ Di, k = 1, . . . , t, has the form 
Tk = 
DC Pk) DY Pk) 
DC PLY) 
0 
fD’2’( pk) 1 . . . 
(Pk - l)! 
Dcpk-l)( pk) 
D(l)( pk) ... 
1 
(Pk - 2>! 
Dcpk-')( pk) 
D(l)( pk > 
D( CLd 
where Pk is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue & of F, and D’“‘( ,_+I the nth 
derivative of D. 
If & is not an eigenvalue of D [i.e., if det D( &) Z 01, then the 
triangular block Toeplitz matrix T is invertible. Obviously, Tt = T# = T-‘. 
Hence this is a particular case of Theorem 6.2 in [5]. 
Otherwise, starting with the kernel of D( &), it is possible to obtain a 
kernel of Tk (dso a cokemel) by solving equations of the form D( ,!hk)X f c 
= 0 (which are possible on Mat(K); see [6]). It follows from Theorems 1 and 
2 in [17] that 
Ti = T:(TkTc + ker Tz kerTk)-l, 
Tk” = Tk[T; + coker Tk (ker Tk coker Tk) -‘ker Tk]-l. 
Hence, on Mat(K), 
N# = diag(T,#, . . . , Tt), 
N+ = diag(T>, . . . , 7’:). 
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Moreover, as Q 8 I 
(N + IrP9 - NN++ 
is invertible, from Theorem 1, B(C,)# exists 
exists, and in that case 
B(C,)# = (Q @ Zy)N(N + Zrr,q - NN#)-‘(Q-l @ Iq). 
Analogously, from Theorem 2, B(C,)’ exists iff Y := N[Q-‘(Q-l)* 
Zy]N* + Z - NN’ and Z := N*(Q*Q 8 Z,)N + 1 - NtN are invertible. 
that case, 
iff 
6% 
In 
B(c,)+ = [ N(Q-l @ Z,)]*Z-'NY-'[(Q 8 Z&N]*. 
Since F, is nonsingular, M, 8 I, is nonsingular, and the rest of the proof 
follows from factorization (2.3) together with Theorems 1 and 2. n 
REMARK 4. We notice that if the 2y?q-square matrix Res(F, 0) is the 
generalized resultant matrix for the polynomial matrices F(z) and D(z) [4] 
and if we consider the generalizations of A,, A,, B,, B,, which consist in 
replacing a,,, . . . , a, by Fo, . . . , F, and b,, . . . , b, by Da,. . . , D, in (1.5), 
then an analogous relation to (1.4) holds for Res(F, 0) and Bez(F, D). 
Consequently, the group and Moore-Penrose inverses of Res(F, D) can be 
characterized by means of Proposition 5 together with Theorems I and 2. 
2.2 
To the matrix W(z) E K,,[z] we associate a block Hankel matrix 
The Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, 0) and the block Hankel matrix H,,(W) 
satisfy [19] 
B = M,H,,M, (2.6) 
with M, as in (2.4) and M, similarly defined in terms of D,, . . . , 0,. 
It is clear that B is nonsingular iff M,, M,, and H,, are nonsingular. In 
this case det F,. # 0, det D, # 0, p = q, r = s, and F-‘G = UD-‘. 
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Furthermore we consider the expansion 
F-l(z) = Y_$” + *** +y, + Y# + Y,z-Z + *a’ 
and the matrix 
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Similarly we define No := H,,(D-‘). Then we have (see [19]) 
H = NFBND, (2.7) 
BNDM, = B, M,N,B = B, (2.8) 
where Nr = MF ’ (if F, is invertible) or M, is a (l)-inverse of Nr (in the 
terminology of [6]). Also, No = MD1 (if D, is invertible) or M, is a 
(l)-inverse of Nn. 
Following K. Wimmer [20], a (right) kernel of B can be described by the 
direct sum 
kerB = kerN,M, @ Im NR, 
where Nn M, is an idempotent matrix and R is a greatest common (right) 
divisor of D and U. As is known from [17], in this case 
The Moore-Penrose inverse of B exists with respect to an involution * on 
Mat(Mat( K)) if B* B + ker B (ker B)* is invertible. 
The expression for B’ is then 
Bt = [ B*B + ker B (ker B)*]-lB*. 
From the definition it is clear that 
BT= Bez(F,G;U, D)T= Bez(DT,UT;GT,FT). 
On that account, if L is a kernel of BT, then LT is a cokernel of B. 
Provided that rp = sq, following [17] we have 
B# exists iff (ker B)LT and B2 + LT[(ker B>LT]-’ ker B are invertible. 
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In that case, 
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B# = B[B2 + C.(kerBLT)-lkerB]-l. 
REMARK 5. It is easy to check that the preceding relations (2.7) and 
(2.81, together with the existence of Bt or B# and Theorem 2 or Theorem 1 
of [12], lead us to an interesting characterization of the Moore-Penrose or 
group inverse of block Hankel matrices. 
The author expresses her appreciation to the referee for suggestions on 
improving the presentation of the original version of this paper. 
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